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1. KEY AND TIMELY CHALLENGES FOR SPACE-BASED OBSERVATIONS OF
CLIMATE THAT NEED A READY SOLUTION IN THE COMING DECADE.

The need to gain greater confidence in Global Circulation Model (GCM) computer predictions of coming changes
to Earth’s climate is of growing importance, given the un-precedented anthropogenic loading rate of atmospheric
greenhouse gases since the 19th century. The largest of climate modeling uncertainties includes the total effect
of Cloud Radiative Forcing (CRF), or more specifically whether clouds with their high reflectivity and thermal
Infra-Red (IR) absorption will change in ways that enhance or slow global warming. The actions of Earths
weather and climate system represent the work done from an effective planet scale heat engine. This happens
in response to a net equatorial region solar input (or heat in) and an overall majority of emitted IR energy lost
back to space from the poles as heat out. Complete constrainment of GCMs which simulate this system therefore
requires highly accurate and long term spatial tracking of these energy sources and sinks. Such parameters are
part of what is called the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB), which also requires knowledge of the incoming solar flux
I0.

9, 10 The amount of sunlight that does not enter due to direct reflection in the spectral band 0.2 < λ < 5µm is
called Short Wave (SW), while the outgoing IR energy in the region 5 < λ < 200µm is called Long Wave (LW).

Observing the expected SW signal trends of CRF is highly challenging because they are predicted to be
only 0.8% decade−1 or less in absolute size7, 11 (see threshold horizontal green line in Fig. 1). Also natural
variability results in a minimum length of data that is required to determine statistically if a measured trend
represents global decadal climate change or simply shorter term processes such as El Niño. In the optimal
case, satellite instrument calibration would be held traceable to Système Internationale (SI) standards12 for all
satellite missions extending over the needed time spans (e.g. see Table. 1). This brings the earliest confidence
that climate signals reported are due to the Earth and not the satellite instrumentation changing over time. The
current focus on cloud processes for GCM studies requires high spatial resolution radiance measurements that
are 50km or less in size, enabling assignment of cloud property retrievals13 to footprints. Such a small footprint
to isolate cloudy and cloud-free regions where possible is obtained using instrument focusing optics and relatively
small photon sensitive detectors. The reflectivity, transmission and absorptivity of such optical components will
vary throughout the ERB wavelength region of interest (0.2 − 200µm). Furthermore space shuttle recoveries
of ERB-type optics from the low Earth orbit environment have shown UV transmission degradation to occur
there in excess of 30% (i.e. due to sunlight exposure and contamination14, 15). The climate science community
has highlighted the need11 to obtain solid evidence that any signal or trend in such satellite measurements of
CRF are real, and not due to natural variability or the instruments changing. The dotted curve in Fig. 1 shows
calculations by the CLARREO7 team of when the existing calibrated satellite SW observing system would be
able to prove that such predicted trends are real with 95% confidence, and not due to instrument changes or
natural variability. These estimates suggest that such a result could not be achieved using currently orbiting
devices until the year 2050.

2. PROPOSED AND READY SOLUTION: THE MOON AND EARTH RADIATION
BUDGET EXPERIMENT (MERBE)

Due to such challenges, the 2007 NRC Decadal survey22 identified a critical need for a long-term global benchmark
record of critical climate variables that are accurate over very long time periods, can be tested for systematic errors
by future generations, are unaffected by interruption, and are pinned to international standards. Accordingly
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Table 1. Past, existing and future satellite missions measuring ERB parameters SI traceable to the Watt or MERBE
Watt.

ERB Mission Lifetime
NIMBUS 7 ERB1 1978-1993

ERBE2 1984-2005
CERES3 1998-Present
GERB4 2002-Present

DSCOVR5 2015-?
RBI6 2021-?

CLARREO7 2023-?
TRUTHS8 ?-?

Figure 1. The size of SW/Solar climate trends detectable in Satellite Earth Observation data records with 95% confidence.

efforts have been made on developing future missions equipped with enhanced on-board calibration systems under
development and due for launch in around ten years. However largely due to the time needed after deployment
to see through signals of natural variability (e.g. El Niño), these new improved instruments will still not detect
such predicted trends for decades from now. This is illustrated by the 2038 crossing of the dashed curve with
the horizontal green threshold in Fig. 1, based on calculations7, 8 for either the CLARREO or TRUTHS mission
concepts. Hence today using existing or even planned climate observing systems, no possible resolution of the
greatest climate prediction uncertainties will be apparent still for a quarter of a century. This lead to the concept
of the Moon and Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (MERBE17, 23–25), which instead takes existing data both
unified and stabilized to the SI traceable scale of the MERBE Watt (see Eqns. 3 & 6). Figs. 2(a) & (c) show
initial solar phase dependent results from MERBE using data from the Terra satellite in comparison with the
USGS ROLO16 and Zedika17 lunar models. Utilizing the same CLARREO team statistical analysis26 on such
measurements normalized to a ‘static’ solar phase as in Fig. 2(b), MERBE SW data should have the capability to
resolve the greatest of climate change uncertainties immediately upon release after 201523 (see solid black curve
of Fig. 1). Such MERBE data is already in production and due for a free worldwide release after 2015. However
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Figure 2. (a) Preliminary MERBE lunar reflectivity vs solar phase angle data taken from the Terra satellite between 2000
and 2015 and compared to the USGS ROLO16 model. (b) CLARREO statistical analysis applied to actual preliminary
MERBE SW data showing 95% confidence with which climate trends can be detected. (c) Preliminary MERBE lunar
surface temperature vs solar phase angle data taken from the Terra satellite between 2000 and 2015 and compared to the
MERBE LW model.17 (d) CLARREO statistical analysis applied to actual preliminary MERBE LW data showing 95%
confidence with which climate trends can be detected.
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Figure 3. Comparison of recovered CERES Edition 4 and MERBE cloud top SW filtered radiance: (a) CERES West to
East & East to West scan averages. (b) MERBE West to East & East to West scan averages. (c) CERES cloud top SW
ERB image. (d) MERBE cloud top SW ERB image. (measurements made by CFM2 on Terra, 15th Jan 2003, 05:36
UTC). For animation of full mission life results of CPFM-CFM5 look here.18–20

a future objective of MERBE is to provide equally traceable reference calibration for all ERB instruments on
the platforms listed in Table. 1, including NIMBUS 7, NOAA 9-10, TRMM, MSG 1-4, NPP and DSCOVR from
both the USA and Europe.

MERBE unifies many different climate instruments to a common, globally available SI traceable scale using
the Moon. As a beginning every ERB device on the satellites of Terra and Aqua has been completely re-
calibrated from the level of detector voltages upwards. Shown in Fig. 3, this uses improved signal inversion24

that significantly enhances Earth data by removing thermal and electronic time effects from bolometer data. In
addition to correcting large CERES scene dependent biases (compare the left and right of Fig. 3), it also allows
extraction17 of many thousands of independent lunar scans taken by Terra/Aqua instruments since the year 2003
(see Fig. 2). For the SW and LW regions, all such devices hence measure in Solar or Thermal MERBE watt
units (Ws & Wt), as defined by Eqns. 3 & 6 in terms of the kg, m and second:

Â = 0.1366 (1)

Î0 = 1361Wm−2 (2)

1Ws =
A× I0

Â× Î0
(kg.m2s−3) ± 0.6%∗ (3)

Disk averaged lunar surface reflectivity at +7◦ ‘static’ solar phase angle in Eqn. 3 is A. The term static indicates
that it is the albedo to an observer above 0◦ selonographic latitude and longitude on the Moon, with zero angular
alignment libation.16, 17 Using the USGS lunar ROLO16 model to normalize for non-static phases, the value of
A is currently measured27 to be around 0.1366 on average, which therefore provides the basis for Eqn. 1’s
proposed scaling factor Â. SORCE9 is the SOlar Radiation and Climate Experiment and it has performed
the most accurate measurements of solar input I0, resulting in the Sun irradiance constant Î0 of 1361W/m2
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Figure 4. Real-time Clear, Overcast and Allsky Spectral Signatures provided to user by MERBE software (see animation
here21 for more details)
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(Eqn. 2). Corresponding SI traceable calibration for the LW then uses two further constants of mean lunar
surface emissivity E and temperature T and the standards Ê and T̂ define the Thermal MERBE Watt Wt from
Eqn. 6. Again these are based on previous ERB lunar27 and Apollo soil28 measurements (while the asterisks in
Eqns. 3 & 6 quoted two sigma accuracy values indicate that they are currently preliminary):

Ê = 0.9714 (4)

T̂l = 366.148K (5)

1Wt =
E × T 4

l

Ê × T̂ 4
l

(kg.m2s−3) ± 0.6%∗ (6)

MERBE additionally uses a multi-dimensional Fourier series tensor25 to provide fast real-time MODTRAN
estimations of the spectral signature or wavelength distribution of radiance being viewed by each instrument in
its program.21 Such results are time, scene and latitude dependent; based on MODTRAN 5.3 calculations for
all possible Earth viewing geometries with appropriate aerosol and cloud conditions. Examples of such spectral
signatures are shown in Fig. 4. Such results are needed for MERBE to perform the improved non-linear25

un-filtering29–31 of broadband radiance measurements (see Zedika freeware25 operating the tensor in real-time
here21). While applying established improved spectral characterization32 of ERB optics, this also utilizes co-
located imager data to perform more accurate dual-layer un-filtering that applies separately to clear and cloudy
regions, so could be extended to missions such as ERBE and GERB which are also accompanied by the AVHRR
and SEVIRI devices. Hence for MERBE the generation25 of separate clear and overcast fluxes for each satellite
footprint will better facilitate CRF research by partitioning data with and without clouds present.

2.1 Importance to the field of Climate Research

The new found ability to detect and hence validate GCM predicted SW CRF trends of ≥ 0.8%/decade represents
only the initial phase of the MERBE project, since it is merely at the upper threshold of current climate change
estimates (see Fig. 1). Application of MERBE methodologies to improve data of older missions from the last
century could therefore allow more immediate detection of even smaller signals within the Earth climate system.
ERBE non-scanner instruments benefit from direct solar views that allow them to be directly traceable to
the Watt (i.e. using SORCE) but are unable to allow the needed separation of clear and cloudy scenes for
CRF studies. ERBE scanners do have the necessary spatial resolution for CRF research but like the later
CERES instruments have limited SW traceability through ground characterization33–36 and no effective in-flight
calibration equipment.37, 38

Current ERB data from USA missions utilizes only polar orbiting instruments constrained to single equatorial
crossing times, which limits the ability to validate GCM representation of CRF diurnal variations. Results of the
Geo-stationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB4) project will in future address this deficiency by providing 15
minute resolution to ERB data while also benefiting from regular views of Earth’s Moon, to become traceable to
the MERBE Watt scales. Being co-located with the SEVIRI imager on the MSG platform, such measurements
will again be suitable for MERBE dual layer un-filtering25 and its separation of clear and cloudy ERB data.
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